
Samples of Relevant Work with Children by Diviane Helena  

A Grande Fábrica de Palavras (The Grand Factory of Words) - Musical 
Theater Show  

Director, playwright, choreographer, costume designer & lyrics 

Agnes de Lestrade's book "The Grand Factory of Words" has brought us a 
universe of questions about language. Where do words come from? What 
words do I have? How do I listen? How do I define a word? What is the 
significance of the same word for different people? How hot is the word? 
What is the flavor of words? What is poetry? With these and other questions 
we immerse ourselves in a process of creation, full of words and silences, 
surprises, challenges and discoveries.  

LINK: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=30y_-YJypWI  
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Nossa Casa (Our Home) - Short Film  

Director, screenwriter, editor, choreographer, costume designer 

Creating this video was a way to present a new perspective regarding the 
place where children were living. They were frequently complaining about 
their houses: “It is ugly”, “it is dirty”, “it is made of clay and when it rains 
there is a big mess”, “it is sad”. I started to question them about the 
experiences they were living inside that space, about what “home” really 
means to them and how to bring the arts that we were doing into their 
homes. We started to think about what happens in there, what and how 
they live. What their favorite place in the house was, what they liked to do 
the most there, what experiences they shared with other people there. The 
essential thing is not if the house is made of wood, if it is made of concrete, 
if it is painted, if it is not painted, it is not about that. They realized that 
home is what goes on inside the space and inside themselves, how they 
live, how they create inside that place and just be who they are. 

LINK: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJFkyu6sk-Q&t=3s 

  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJFkyu6sk-Q&t=3s






O Amor Bate à Porta (Love Knocks at The Door) - Intervention in the 
Community/Performance  

Director, text, editor, choreographer, costume designer 

The work emerged from the children's issues about recurrent violence in 
the community where they live and when I asked them: “and what can we 
do?”.  From this question, creative paths were opened and together we 
created this artistic intervention. It was their moment to take ownership of 
their own art and to feel how they can collaborate in transforming their 
reality and involvement in their community. 

LINK: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y7cmoxNwUU0&t=20s  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y7cmoxNwUU0&t=20s


The Dream Comes With the Wind - Musical Theater Show 

Director, playwright, choreographer, costume designer & lyrics 

“What is it to be a child?”. With this question we immerse ourselves in the 
creative process of this show. I developed different practices and questions 
based on the children's experience of life and what it honestly means to 
them to be a child and to be who they are. Children and adolescents 
became intensely involved in the work in a sensitive, poetic, imaginative 
and personal way. It was a creation about the joys and challenges of being 
a contemporary child translated to a play that mixed fantasy and reality.  

 











Memórias de um Pequeno Paraíso (Memories from a Little Paradise) - 
Musical Theater Show 

Director, playwright, choreographer, costume designer 

The play is the story of an adventure of a girl who loves to play soccer but is 
deeply disappointed to see Brazil unexpectedly lose in the World Cup final. 
She decides to abandon football immerses herself in her frustration. Even 
her dog Garrincha is neglected by her. Her friends realize what has 
happened and take her to discover the magical artistic universe of dance, 
circus, music and painting. She discovers that art is a small paradise within 
the chaotic outside world and within herself. This colourful universe spreads 
to every corner of her village and changes her life completely. 
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